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Communication has
always been essential
to business, but is now
critical to building
companies and careers.
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If we reflect on the projects, relationships and jobs of our life and tally up the successes and failures,
it’s easy to see the critical role communication plays.
How many relationships fail (work and personal) simply because:

• you didn’t agree and couldn’t find the middle ground?
• your communication styles and preferences didn’t align?
• you misunderstood each other one too many times?
• there was too much or too little communication, of the wrong type and at the wrong time?
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“The single biggest
problem in communication
is the illusion that it has
t a k e n p l a c e . ” GEORGE BERNARD SHAW
Whether you’re starting your career, ready to step up to the next leadership level or growing your
business, sharpening your communication skills gives you significant returns on your investment.
There is no downside. Better communicators have more effective one-on-one conversations,
successful pitches to large audiences and write messages that drive change or ignite action.
According to a Harvard Business Review analysis2, leaders at all levels need the same core set of skills:

1. Capable of inspiring and motivating others
2. Communicate powerfully and prolifically
3. Display high integrity and honesty
4. Solve problems and analyse issues
5. Drive for results
6. Collaborate and promote teamwork
7. Build relationships
These skills are considered most important for all levels of management (supervisors, middle
managers, and senior managers), with communication skills ranking in the top five overall and
moving up to the number-two spot for senior management.
Similar results were found by the Ketchum Leadership Communication Monitor (KLCM)3. In their
worldwide study of leadership quality and communication, 74% of survey respondents rated
effective communication as very important to effective leadership.
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Lost sales, won sales
Not only does good communication matter when working with colleagues, it also matters
to the public. Have you ever changed your buying habits because of a press release or other
communication (or lack of) from a company? According to KLCM, 61% of consumers have
stopped buying or bought less of a product or service because of poor communication from the
company’s leadership. On the flipside, 52% have started buying or bought more because of good
communication. Communication is critical to your bottom line.

Great leaders are
brilliant communicators
Brilliant communicators can shape their messages (what to say and how to say it), and craft
them for audiences of any size and with a range of beliefs, opinions, and backgrounds. Masterful
communicators do it ‘on the fly’ and spontaneously adapt to different situations.
So how can you emulate the artistry of brilliant communicators to elevate your success at work
and in life? Start your journey with this communication audit.
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Communication audit for aspiring leaders
Answer the following questions honestly. Give yourself a five-star rating only if you’re all over
it and you know others would emphatically agree (seriously, would they?). Give yourself an
honest one-star rating if you know you can work on it. Then watch what happens when you focus
on improving it. Life begins changing. New opportunities emerge.
This list isn’t exhaustive. It’s simply a list of tough questions to ask yourself as you grow your
communication skills (and leadership savvy).

1. Clarity
Are my key points and ideas clear and concise?
If action is needed, is my request clear, and early in the message?
Have I done the research and groundwork necessary to add value to the
conversation or work towards a resolution?
2. Expertise
What can I do to earn this audience’s trust?
Should my content, credentials, or both, be the star here?
Are my ideas, content, and reasoning high calibre (even world class)?
3. Humility
Is this about my success or theirs? How much do I care about their success?
Am I open to hearing opposing views and discovering new ways to see the world?
Can I say sorry whole-heartedly?
4. Empathy
Am I in ‘ego’ or ‘empathy’ mode? What’s my focus? Them or me?
Is this a conversation or a monologue? Am I listening twice as much as I’m talking?
Am I being authentic and transparent?
Do I feel a little vulnerable? [This is a good thing]
If I’m talking or writing to many, will it feel like I’m talking just to one? [It’s good if you do]
If negotiating, am I being reasonable to all parties, the project, and the
outcome? Am I seeking win- win?
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When we communicate in a way
t h a t t r u l y c o n n e c t s w i t h a n o t h e r,
life becomes richer and more
purposeful. When we don’t, things
become awkward,boring, or end in
unhealthy conflict.
Quality communication is a pursuit–
not a destination. It’s not easy but
the rewards are there when we try.
And if we fail? Be honest about
what didn’t work. Ask a trusted
friend or colleague for feedback.
Then try again.

Petrina Buckley is a co-founder of Credosity (www.credosity.com) – a business-writing
innovation for Microsoft Office documents – and co-founder of Magneto Communications
(www.magneto.net.au). Credosity helps create capable communicators who lead action, drive
change, connect meaningfully with others and create a positive workplace culture.
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